
Flip-N-Fill™ Bottle  
Official Maintenance Directions

Nivek Flip-N-Fill™ bottles are time tested, extremely reliable, and time savers for rabbit raisers. As compared 
to the time savings they bring, they require little maintenance. Bottles should be cleaned every 3-4 months 
with a mild bleach solution (1/4 cup bleach to a gallon of water) to prevent algae growth. With proper mainte-
nance the bottle will perform trouble free. However a bottle that leaks due to lack of such routine maintenance 
is not considered defective. Here are the trouble-shooting steps and maintenance for all Flip-N-Fill™ bottles:

Leaking from fount tip:
Requires fount to be cleaned. 
1) Carefully pull fount from bottle using pliers and use a gentle twisting motion. 
2) Disassemble fount by removing retaining cap with pliers over a paper towel 

or other clean surface. Inspect for any particle, hair, or foreign debris that may 
have become lodged inside fount. 

3) Rinse all parts under clean running water and reassemble making sure that 
point of conical shaped end of spring is inserted toward fount stem.  (See side 
of 32 ounce bottle for assembly diagram)

Note: If fount shows signs of hard-water corrosion such as lime scale buildup, soak fount for 24 
hours in a vinegar solution before reassembly.

Leaking from grommet seal:
Requires grommet seal replacement. 
1) Carefully pull fount from bottle using pliers and a gentle twisting motion. 
2) Inspect grommet for any wear, tears or folds. 
3) Replace if necessary with genuine replacement parts.

LIMITED WARRANTY
For the first two years after purchase date, Nivek will repair or replace any Flip-N-Fill™ bottle that continues to 
leak after maintenance described in the “Flip-N-Fill™ bottle Official Maintenance Directions”  has been per-
formed by the end user. Bottle must be returned, fully  prepaid to the authorized dealer. An exception to this 
maintenance requirement is made for bottles which leak on initial use, if placed into service not more than 30 
days from date of purchase, can be returned to the dealer fully prepaid for immediate repair or replacement.

This limited warranty excludes the repair of bottles damaged by: accident, abuse, algae growth, or lack of 
maintenance.

THIS LIMITED WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF AND EXCLUDES ALL OTHER WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTA-
TIONS EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR BUYER’S PUR-
POSES. THERE IS NO WARRANTY THAT EXTENDS BEYOND THE LIMITED WARRANTY.
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